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You have done some preliminary investigation and 
found that your organisation has buildings that are 
perfect for the installation of solar panels. You have 
sustainability or renewable energy targets and 
know that solar PV can help you cost-effectively 
achieve your goals. You have management’s           
approval and are preparing to go to the market and 
seek offers from solar installers. seek offers from solar installers. 

The technical specifications for your system, to be 
incorporated in your tender documentation or      
Request for Quote, will take into account multiple 
requirements. These could include your objectives, 
site plans, orientation and shading factors,               
electrical infrastructure and metering systems,    

structural factors, future building plans, provision 
for battery storage in future, solar PV modelling,        
monitoring and reporting requirements, and details 
about your building’s power demand and                   
consumption.

GoingGoing to solar installers or your electrical engineer 
for the development of your technical specifications 
may seem like the logical next step, and most of the 
time this will produce an acceptable outcome.     
However seeking out independent, specialised 
advice at this stage can help to ensure you get the 
best solution and value for money, and not just an   
acceptable solution. acceptable solution. 

5REASONS Why it pays to obtain 
independent advice 
when planning your 
Solar PV projects 

Here are five reasons why an independent expert should advise on your solar PV solution:



100% Renewables is entirely independent of any solar suppliers and installers and only has your interests in mind. When we are 
engaged, we will provide you with independent, unbiased advice taking all relevant factors into account and delivering best value 
for money for your organisation. 

We are not affiliated with any product manufacturers and will select the most suitable products based on your unique situation. 

WeWe help organisations plan their renewable energy and energy efficiency future and are ideally placed to provide the support 
needed to help you move closer to a sustainable energy future. Call us at 1300 102 195, or send us an email at 
info@100percentrenewables.com.au to learn more about how we can best assist you with going to market for your solar                 
installation.

“We were looking for an independent review of solar specifications. 100% Renewables did an excellent job in                  
providing unbiased views on solar panel, inverters and also the electrical works for a fool-proof solar system.

100% Renewables demonstrated a great commitment and passion in helping us achieve our goal to install renewables 
on council sites. The recommendations were unbiased making us comfortable to opt for the best systems.”
- KARTIK MADHIRA, SUSTAINABILITY OFFICER, CITY OF PARRAMATTA

“”

Independent expertise will determine the optimum 
size system for your building, taking into account 
your energy demand, usage patterns, desired out-
comes, roof space, orientation and shading, and 
match this with the correct technology and system 
design.

1 OPTIMUM SIZE

Solar PV systems are made up of several parts and   
finding the optimum integrated solution can best be 
achieved using an independent expert who can 
specify the most suitable panels, frames, inverters, 
monitoring and metering solution. 

2 PRODUCT INDEPENDENCE

An independent expert will consider your                  
immediate and long-term opportunities. Future     
developments, like more efficient panels, battery 
storage, virtual net metering or system expansion 
may enhance your system’s performance and        
deliver added value. 

3 FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

It is common to get both under- and over estimation 
of the cost savings from solar PV systems, leading to 
uncertainty about their future performance. Our 
know-how in solar PV modelling, tariffs and retail 
rates leads to a precise assessment of the benefits. 

4 ACCURATE EVALUATION

Independent advice or input to tender documenta-
tion ensures that a range of suppliers can respond 
to specified skills, standards, and requirements. 
Input to the evaluation is similarly unbiased and 
presents your decision makers with a fair, like-for-
like comparison of tenders.

5 FAIR TENDER 


